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In this paper, normal and weakly normal binomials over an arbitrary algebraic 
number field will be characterized. Explicit results on the possible degrees of 
such binomials are given. Several examples conclude the paper. 
Let F be a field of characteristic 0, 5, a primitive mth root of unity and 
x* - a E F[x]. If 5,,% E F, then xm - a satisfies the following property 
F(a) is the splitting field of x”’ - a for any root 01. (*) 
(By definition, xHL - a irreducible and satisfies property (*) iff xn8 - a 
normal.) Does the converse hold: If 9’ - a satisfies property (*) is it the 
case that i&, E F? In general, the answer is “no.” For example, the degrees 
of binomials over Q satisfying property (*) are 6, 12, and 2” (all n) whereas 
the only roots of unity in Q are i 1. What, then, can be said of a binomial 
satisfying (*) ? 
In this paper we will answer this question by first determining the degrees 
and coefficients of the normal binomials over a given algebraic number 
field F. We will then characterize all binomials satisfying property (*). (We 
call the latter weakly normal.) 
By way of example, we shall prove 
THEOREM A. Let 9 = {p prime: 5, E Fj and, ifp E 9, let A(p) such that 
i +w) E F but [+w $ F. For a positive integer m let p(m) be the set of primes 
dividing m and dF(m) = [F(&J: Fj. Suppose i E F. Then an integer s is the 
degree of a normal binomial over F ifSfor suitable integers c(p) ( p E 9) and 
positive integer m, we have s = m, I-JIn.+-pc(‘lJ), where 
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(0 p(m&-@= 0, 
(ii) the extension F(~,JF is the splittingjeld of an irreducible binomial, 
(iii) for p E B the integer c(p) is related to the extension F(F(5,JF in the 
following way: Define a(p) to be that integer so that pa(p) /I q5r(mO) and define 
B(p) to be that integer so that <9~~Pj E F(&,,e), &,BW+I +! F(&,J. Then c(p) is 
any integer such that 
(4 a(p) G C(P) ifB(p) - A(P) = a(p), 
@I 44 < C(P) G B(P) VB(P) - A(P) < a(p). 
In Section 5 we will construct “typical” examples of fields having m, > 1 
so that each of the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem A hold nontrivially. 
This paper is a continuation of work begun by Darbi [I] and Bessel- 
Hagen ([7], p. 302), who determined normal binomials over Q, and by Mann 
and VClez [5], who determined weakly normal binomials over Q. In [2], Gay 
generalized this work to real fields. In a different, but related, direction 
Schinzel [6] characterized binomials over an arbitrary field with abelian 
Galois group. These two works plus a recent general theorem of Velez [8] 
about normal binomials (see Section 1) provide the springboard for the 
present work. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Recall that a polynomial p(x) over a field F is normal iff p(x) is irreducible 
and F(a) its splitting field for any root 01. 
Relative to the field F we define the following sets of positive integers: 
N(F) = {m: there exists b E F such that xm - b normal}, 
W(F) = {m: there exists b E F such that xm - b is weakly normal}, 
C(F) = {m: there exist r / m and b E F such that xr - b is irreducible with 
splitting field F([,)). 
It is easy to see that for any field F, x m - a normal implies the existence of a 
positive integer r so that r I m and xr - a has splitting field F(l,J. Thus, it 
follows that for any field F, W(F) 2 C(F) 3 N(F). On the other hand consider 
the following property that a field might have: 
For all a E F and positive integers r and m with r / m, xr - a 
irreducible with splitting field F([,) implies the existence of c E F 
such that xm - ac7 is irreducible (hence normal). (*I 
If F has property (*), then it is clear that N(F) = C(F). In [8] Velez has 
proved the following: 
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THEOREM 1.1. (a) For all fields F, W(F) = C(F) ifs i E F or $42”) = 2 
(all n 3 2) or 9542%) = 2+l (all n 3 1). 
(b) Any algebraic number field satisjies property (*). In particular if F 
is an algebraic numberjeld, then N(F) = C(F). 
Because of part (b) of this theorem, henceforth we assume for simplicity 
that F is an algebraic number field. Thus we will have achieved our aim 
of determining the normal binomials over F when we characterize the set 
C(F) and the coefficients of the X~ - a in (*). This is what we shall do in the 
next two sections. Below we present some lemmas concerning binomials 
over a field F which we shall use there. 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) (Schinzel). Let w, be the number of nth roots of unit) 
in F. Then xn - a has abelian Galois group iff awn = bn for some b E F. 
(b) (Schinzel). If xn - a is irreducible with abelian Galois group, then 
its Galois group is cyclic unless 4 j n and i + F in which case its group is 
Z, x cyclic. 
(c) (Hasse). Let p be a prime with p = 2 implying i E F. Suppose 
xl’* - a has a root in F(cDn). Then a = @“for some c E F. 
Proof Proofs of (a) and (b) can be found in both [6] and [8]. A proof of 
(c) is found in [4; 6, Lemma 61. 
LEMMA 1.3. We assume the notation of Theorem A. (a) Let xkl”2 - a be 
weakly normal with abelian Galois group of order n. Suppose p(k,) C 9 and 
p(k,) n W = D. Then a = cka -for some c E F, a / k, and consequently 
p(n) C 9. 
(b) Let p E B and n > A(p). Assume that if p = 2, then i E F. Then 
xpn - b is irreducible with abelian Galois group iff b = [g~(9&-m for some 
cEFand0 <m <A(p). 
(c) Suppose i $ F. Then x2” - b is weakly normal with abelian Galois 
group ~3 b = --a2”-l for some a E F. 
(d) Suppose i $ F. Then x2” - b is irreducible with abelian Galois group 
iff there exists a E F such that one of the following is satisfied 
(i) b = -a2n-1, n 3 3, 2112, i21/2 $ F. 
(ii) b = -aa, n = 2, a2 # 4r4 for all r E F. 
(iii) b112 $ F, n = 1. 
Proof (a) By Lemma 1.2(a), xk - a abelian implies a”k = bk for some 
b E F. Thus, if k = k,k, , where p(k,) c p(wk) and (& , wk) = 1, we have 
that a = & for some c E F. Therefore xJC - a = (xkl - c)q(x). Since .x” - a 
is weakly normal, xkl - c is also and with the same splitting field. Thus n 1 k, . 
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(b) By Lemma 1.2(a) x P” - b has abelian Galois group iff there exists 
exists e E F such that bp*‘“’ = 8”’ iff b = ~&,e~“-““‘) (for some j). On the 
other hand, xp” - b is irreducible iff b is not a pth power (Capelli’s theorem [7, 
p. 2941). But if n > A(p), then b = $(p)epn-A’P’ and b not a pth power iff 
(.LP) = 1. 
(c) By Lemma 1.2(a) we have that x2” - b has abelian Galois group 
iff b2 = a2” for some b E F iff b = &a2”-‘. If b = +a”“-l and n 3 2, then both 
all2 and iall are roots. If x2” - a2”-l is also weakly normal, then both a1/2 
and iall generate its splitting field which must be F(i). But then either alI2 or 
iall E F, a contradiction. Thus x 2” - b weakly normal with abelian Galois 
group implies b = -azn-‘. Conversely, a typical root of x2- + aznml is 
5 2.,+1a1/2. Since c2,, E F([2n+la1/2), the polynomial must be weakly normal. 
(d) This follows directly from (c) and Capelli [7]. 
We close this section with definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. Let K/F be an abelian extension of degree n and for 
prime p suppose p” 11 n. Then define K,, to be the unique subfield of K such 
that [K1, : FJ = p”. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 01 E L/F such that cim E F for some integer m. The 
smallest integer n such that ayll E F is called the order of 01 module F and is 
denoted oF(cz). 
2. IRREDUCIBLE BINOMIALS WITH CYCLOTOMIC SPLITTING FIELDS 
In this section we would like to find necessary and sufficient conditions on 
r, Z, and b so that xc - b is irreducible with splitting field F(&.z). A first step is 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k = J&,E~pc(~) and K/F a finite abelian extension 
containing & . Then xk - b is weakly normal with splitting field K I~-x@” - b 
is weakly normal with splitting Jield K, for all p E 9. 
Proof. Let k = mn with (m, n) = 1 and let K,, , & be the unique subfields 
of K such that p([&: J’j) C p(m), p([K, : F’J) Cp(n) and K = K,,k;, . We 
will prove the lemma by showing that xnzn - b weakly normal with splitting 
field Kiff xm - b (respectively x* - b) has splitting field K, (respectively K,). 
Let blfm, bll” be fixed roots of Xm - b, xn - b, respectively, and let t, s 
be integers such that sm + tn = 1. Thus l/mn = s/n + t/m so that (bll”)” 
(bll”)t is a root of xmn - b (which we denote bll”“). Therefore a typical root 
of xmn - b is of the form 
51n15db1/m” = (5,‘(b1r”)?(5,j(b111)~). (1) 
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We now prove necessity for the above claim. Since p(mn) C 9, 4&r) / m 
and &(n) I n. Thus if xm” - b is weakly normal with splitting field K, 
5, E 8& and 5, E K,, . Further the root in (1) must generate K. We look more 
closely at the right-hand side of (1). The left factor is in X, , the right factor 
in K, . Since (n, m) = 1 and the compositum K,K& = K, F( <,i(bllm)t) = K,,, 
(all i) and F(ct(b’l”)“) = K, (all j). F or all i, let i’ be such that ti’ = i (mod m). 
Then, because (t, m) = 1 and because o,(~~bflm) I m, we haveF(Sibl/m) ==L 
F(<,i(b’/“)“) = K, . Thus 5, ~F(F(S2bll~) for all i’. Consequently, xm - b is 
weakly normal with splitting field K,, . Similarly for xn - b and K, . 
Conversely, suppose x” - b (respectively xn - b) is weakly normal with 
splitting field K,,, (respectively K,). Thus 5, E X, (respectively 5, E K,). Let 
ajj denote the root of xmn - b in (1). Again we consider the right-hand side 
of (1). By the reasoning above, the left factor generates Knb , the right K, . 
Because (n, m) = 1, K, , K,, C F(o+) (all i, j). Thus II,,, E: F(o+) (all i, j). 
Consequently, xmn - b is weakly normal with splitting field containing KvI 
and K, . Since every root is in K,K,, , its splitting field must equal K,,K,, = K. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume the notation of Lemma 2.1. Then xk - b normal 
with splitting$eld K #for allp 1 k, xpcCs’ - b is normal with splitting field K, . 
Proof Lemma 2.1 and Capelli [7]. 
By Lemma 1.3(a), if xr - b has splitting field F((5& then r = &ssp”(“) 
andl=m,n peg P~(~) for SOme n(p), m(p) and ptmO) n 9 = @, p(&(m,,)) C 
9’. Let L = F({,J. Then by the above corollary, x7 - b is normal with 
splitting field F(1;,,) iff for all p E 9’ xp”“’ - b is normal with splitting field 
LP(5 DnlP,+m(P,). We therefore turn to an investigation of binomials of the 
form xp” - b for p E 9. We consider first the case p odd or p = 2 and 
i E F. In this case, xv” - b is irreducible iff b is not a pth power (by Capelli, 
[71). 
In the following theorem we assume the notation of the previous para- 
graph with n = n(p), m = m(p). We also assume that A is the largest integer 
such that &,A E F and that B is the largest integer such that &B E L, . (Clearly, 
B 3 A.) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let p E 9’ so that p = 2 implies i E F. The binomial 
XP” - b is normal with splitting field L,(C9n+nl) #for suitable e E F and integer 
R one of the following occurs. 
(a) L,=F((521~)(n>B-Aandm=A)or(n=B-Aandm<A), 
and b = &Aepn. 
(b) L, = F(<(Sp+RellP O<R<A, n=R+B-A, m<A-RR, 
and b = SBAePBWA, 
R), 
where F(ellp”) n F(lg~+~) = F and or(ellpR) = pR. 
Proof. (a) Suppose L, = F([,B) and x P” - b is irreducible with splitting 
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field L,([Pn+m) = F(Z;Dm&x~~,n+m,). Thus n 2 B - A. If IZ = B - A, then 
m < A and, if n > B - A, m = A. Since xpn - b has splitting field F(lvA+n), 
it follows that xpnfA 
bpA z c” 
- bPA has a root in F((SoA+n). Thus by Lemma 1.2(c), 
A+n for some c E F or b = c”,A &. Since xPn - b is irreducible, it 
follows that (j, p) = 1. 
The converse is straightforward. 
(b) Now suppose L, 2 F(&) and let pR = [L, : F(,s)]. By Lemma 
1.2(b) the splitting field for xp” - b is cyclic of degreep”. Thus if m + n > B, 
then either lsm+,,) contradicting the definition of B, or L, 2 F([,m+n), 
implying that L, = F(&,B), again a contradiction. Thus m + n < B and 
n = R + B - A. Hence also 0 < R < A and m < A - R. 
Now let C be maximal such that n 3 C and b = <aAepc for some e E F 
and some primitive pAth root of unity &A . By Lemma 1.3(b), if n > A, 
then C > n - A. In any case a typical root of xd - b is &,A+nellpnmC where 
A > n - C > 0 (n - C = 0 is impossible because L, # F(&B)). It is clear 
that o,(ellp”-‘) = pn-c, otherwise C would not be maximal. Also F(ellP”-c) n 
F(cp~+n-~) = F. For otherwise x p8 - a would be irreducible with splitting 
field F(f&,A+g) for some 0 < s < A, implying by the same argument given in 
part (a) that e = (“,A f Ps for some f E F and (t, p) = 1. This would again 
contradict the maximality of C. Thus if K = F(&,A+& we have oK(ellp”-‘) = 
pn-c for any q 3 0. Therefore the degree of &,A+nellpneC over F(<$A+& any q, 
is pn-c. Thus its degree over I&B is P”-~. Consequently R = n - C. 
Again the converse is straightforward. 
We can now prove Theorem A. 
Proof of Theorem A. (3) Let s E C(F), and write s = m, nDE~pc(p) 
with p(m,,) n 9 = o. Then there exists r 1 s and c E F such that x7 - c 
is irreducible with splitting field I;({,). By Lemma 1.2(b), the group of 
x’ - c is cyclic. Thus, since L = F(l&) C F({,), the binomial x~F(~~) - c is 
also irreducible with splitting field F(cmO). Furthermore, if p is a prime and 
p 1 r, then by Lemma 1.3(a), p E 9. Also, by Corollary 2.2, if pa(p) [I r, then 
XPn(P’ - c has splitting field L,(iDclp,). It then follows from Theorem 2.3 that 
c(p) must satisfy either inequality (iii)(a) or inequality (iii)(b). 
(e) Now suppose p E B and that m, , u(p), B(p), c(p) satisfy (i), (ii), and 
(iii) of the theorem. Let L = F([,@). Then by Theorem 2.3, there are integers 
n(p),f(p) with a(p) < n(p) < c(p),f(p) < n(p), and e, E F SO that xnn’*’ + 
5 sAcplep #“‘is irreducible with splitting field L,([,,w). Let g(p) = flF6g-{D) qnc*), 
r = lJpEspncp), and c = nPEg <DA(~) e$P)d’p’. Then it is not difficult 
to see that xv + c is irreducible with splitting field F(cs), where 
s = m, JJaEfl pctp). Indeed, since &~+l ~aA(&~‘a)gf’P’ = ynfp) for 
some y E F, it follows from Lemma 1.2(c) that xPniP) + c = xp”‘“’ + 
5 pAWep g(P)d’“yn(p) has the same splitting field as xp”‘“’ + <pAcp,ef’pl. Thus 
s E C(F). 
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3. NORMAL BINOMIALS x2" - b WITH CYCLOTOMIC SPLITTING FIELDS, 
CASE i$ F 
Adopting the notation of the previous section, we turn to the problem of 
characterizing normal .x2” - b with splitting field L2(<2R+m) when i 6 F. This 
case is much more complicated (to state, at least) than for ~1’~ - 6, where p is 
an odd prime or p = 2 and i E F. Roughly, this is because Q(&,), oz ;: 3, is 
not cyclic; an arbitrarily large part of Q(12m) may lie in F while A(2) == 1. 
Let 72n = <2n + tl;J . Let T be largest such that or E F. (Then 4F(2ni) =- 2 
for 2 ,( m < T.) By Lemma 1.3(d), we need only consider binomials of the 
form #’ -C b2”-l. We will prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose i C$ F. Then x2” + bznml is normal with splitting 
field L2(&,+W) ifs for suitable e, r E F and integer q >, 4 one qf the items on 
Table I occurs. 
(The column under c(2) will be used later.) 
Remark. The first part of (A)(2) with e = 3, m, = 3 is the only case of 
the above theorem that applies to F = Q and m,, # 1. If F = Q and m, -L 1, 
then L, = F (case (A)(l)). 
We will prove the theorem by a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose i $ F, i21J2 $ F, b E F, and n > T + I _ Then 
(a) F(r/!-,“bln) has group Z,,-r , 
(b) F(<2nb1/2) = F(i, q2,b1j2) with group Z, x Z2+r , 
(c) ifb112 $ F(c2r+1), then F(~,,bllz Q F(c2*) all m, 
(d) F(<2T+lb1/2) = F&T+~) if b112 E F, 
= F(52T) if b = (7127. -t 2) r2, 
= F(b [b(vzr + 31”‘) (f bl” $ F(~~T+I), 
with groups h, x Z, , Z, , Z, x H, , respectively. 
Proof (a) To show this, we know that F(Q,) has group i&-T (cf. [2, 
2.5]), say, generated by p, where p2n-T-1(~2n-T) = -712+T. If b1j2 E F(T~~), 
then also b1j2 EF(~~T+I) so that F(‘(?12sb1/z) = F(Q,~). If b1i2 $ F(qzn), then 
F(b1j2) n F(T~“) = F and the group of F(b112, q2,) is (a) x (p:. where o2 = 1 
and a(bllz) = -b1i2. The fixed field of op2n-T-1 is F(v2r,b1/2). 
(b) The equality follows from [2, Lemma 2.71; that the group is Z, x Z,,-r 
follows from (a), the reasoning for (a), and the fact that i $ F(T2,ib1!2). 
(c) Follows from the argument in (a). 
(d) This foIIows by similar reasoning. 
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LEMMA 3.3. (a) If F C K C F(&& for some n, then K = F(~&kl)~‘~) or 
F([& for some m < 12. 
(b) If b E F C K C F(‘(5,nW), II >, T + 1 and Kg F(&,,) for all m, then 
b1/2 $ F(&T+I) and K = F(72&tb)1/2) or F(1;2flb1/z). 
Proof If i E F or i21i2 E F, then F(c2,,) is cyclic; if in addition n >, T + 1, 
then F(&b1j2) is also cyclic (by reasoning similar to that of Lemma 3.2) so 
that in case (a), K = F(12,,,) some m and (b), K = F(52nb1/2). 
Now assume i, i21J2 #F and n 3 T + 1. 
(a) The group of F(124 by Lemma 3.2 is Z, x Z2+r. Since there is a 
unique subgroup (respectively, two and three subgroups) of Z, x &n-T 
with corresponding quotient group Z, x Z,, n - T 2 q > 1 (respectively, 
%,# (n - T > s > 2) and Z,) there is but one (respectively, two and 
three) subfield(s) of F(Czn) having this group (these groups respectively) 
as Galois group(s). The field corresponding to Z, x Z,* is F(12r+& the 
fields corresponding to Z,, are F(~~r+.(&l)~/~), and those corresponding 
to E, are F(i) and F(T~T+I(-&~)~/~). 
(b) If n > T + 1 or n = T + 1 and b2 f (q2r + 2)%*, then by 
Lemma 3.2, the group of F(5,W2) is Z, x I&-r. The result then follows 
by the same reasoning as in (a). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (A) Suppose 2112, i2112 $ F. Let n >, 3 and q(x) =-1 
x2” + b2”-l. Then q(x) is irreducible with splitting field L2(<2n+m) C- 
F(~2e+zb1/2) = L2(52n+m) - 
FG2n+W2) = W2n+d, L, C F(C2n+J and b”” E FG’J, 
= F(5,m+W2), b1’2 $ F(5,) and L, = F(v2n+4 &bF2) 
or F(52n+,b1’2) 
by Lemmas 1.3(d) and 3.3(b). This and Lemma 3.3(a) prove (2’) (3’) and 
the last parts of (1) and (3). 
Let n = 2. Then for any field x4 + b2 is irreducible with splitting field 
L2(<2aAm) o b2 # 4P and 
F(&bl/2) = L~(Z;~?.+J 0 F(i, (2bp2> = L,(izz+,) and (2b)li2 $F. (*) 
For 2112, i2112 6 F, the latter is true o 
F(i, (2b)1/2) = F(i, 2112), L, C F(&) and b1i2 E F 
= F(i, (2b)l12), (2b)1/2 $ F(&) and L2 = F(i, (2b)‘j2) or F((2b)l12). 
This proves the corresponding parts of (A)(l), (2), (3). The case n = 1 is 
straightforward. 
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(B) Suppose 21/2 E F and n = 2. Then from (*), x4 + b2 is irreducible 
with splitting field L2(<za+m) Q F(i, b112) is one of (a) F([*T+I) with b = (~,+~)r~ 
and either m = T - 1 and L, = F(i) or 0 .< m d T - I and L2 = F([2r+l) 
or F(v~T+~(+ 1)1/2), (b) F({22+m) with b*j2 $ F(c2r+l), 0 < rn < T - 2 and 
L, = F(i, b1j2) or F(b1/2). This proves the appropriate parts of(B) (1) (2) and 
(3). Again the case 12 = 1 is straightforward. By Lemma 1.3(d), there are 
no more cases to consider. 
(C) Finally, suppose i2112 E F and n = 2. Then by (*)- x4 + b2 is 
irreducible with splitting field L,(<,2+,) iff F(i, b1j2) = L2(c2~+,,) and b1/2 ql 
NJ iff b*r2 $4&J, m = 0, 1 and L, = F(b’/“) or F(i, b1/2). Once again 
n = 1 is easy; and by Lemma 1.3(d) there are no other cases to consider. 
As a corollary we have 
THEOREM B. Suppose i $ F. Then s E C(F) @I” for suitable integers c(p) 
(p E 9’) and positive integer m, we have s = m, J&sypc(?J) where, if L = 
F(L), then 
(i) p(mJ n B = 0 ; 
(ii) for p odd, p E 9, the extension L,/F is the splitting jield of an 
irreducible binomial and c(p) is related to the extension L/F as in Theorem A; 
(iii) for p = 2, the extension L,,/F is one of those listed in Table 1 and 
the value of c(2) is in the same row as L, under the column headed by “c(2).” 
4. WEAKLY NORMAL BINOMIALS 
In addition to the sets N(F), W(F), C(F) defined in Section 1, we define 
CW(F) = (m: there exist k 1 m and b E F such that X~ - b is 
weakly normal and has splitting field F(cm)}. 
Analogous to Theorem I. 1 parts (c) and (d) we have 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) If X~ - b is weakly normal with splitting jield F(lJ, 
then xkL - bc” is weakly normal for any c E F. Conversely, of xm - a is 
weakly normal, then there exists k I m such that X~ - a is weakly normal 
with splitting jield F(‘(5,). 
(b) W(F) = CW(F). 
ProoJ: The proof is completely analogous to the proof in [8] of Theorem 
1.1 W, (4. 
We devote the remainder of this section to a characterization of CW(F). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x7; - a be weakly normal with splitting field F(lnlc,), 
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where (m, k) = 1 and p(k’) C p(k). Then xpn” - a”’ is weakly normal with 
splittingfield F(lmlcf) for any m’ ( m. 
Proof. First observe that, for (n, k) = 1 and al/l: some fixed root of 
x’; - a, oF(ckial/“) = ~~((<~iall~)*) for all i. Thus F(5,ia11’C) = F((&ial/k)n). 
A typical root of xPnl’ - am ’ is cinz,al/k for some j. Since (m’, k) = 1 and 
XI; - a is weakly normal with splitting field F(‘(5mk,), F((&!,.a’l”)‘“‘) = 
F(~rj(al/b)J~‘) = F({n,k,). Also, x7; - a weakly normal implies k / k’. Thus 
b knl’ E F(a) for every root Q: of x&‘,l’ - a”“‘. This proves xILnl’ - a”” weakly 
normal. 
In view of Lemmas 1.3(a), 2.1, and 4.2, to characterize weakly normal 
binomials x7: - a with splitting field F(&,) it is sufficient to characterize the 
weakly normal binomials of type x pn - a for p E Y with certain cyclotomic 
splitting fields. This we begin in 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p E B such that, ifp = 2, then i E F. Then xJJn - b is 
weakly normal and abelian ifs there exist m < A, m < n and c E F such that 
(a) b =- ~1’~ and XIJ~-~ - c normal (with same splittingj’ield as xfJn - b), 
(b) if S is maximal such that both n - m >, S and also c = C+elJs 
for some e E F and <pi (= primitive pAth root of unity) and if it happens that 
n - m > S, then A >, n - S. 
Proof. (2) Let m be largest such that m < n and b == c”~ for some 
c E F. Then by Capelli [7] x”“-~ - c is irreducible. Also x”* - b = 
w”‘--‘n - c)q(x) weakly normal implies ~1’~~~ - c normal and that the two 
binomials have the same splitting fields. If S is maximal with n - m 2 S 
and c = <+ell”, then b = ~nA-me~lS’m so that xpn - b has typical root 
Now ~gA+n-mel/~‘n-m-S is also a root of xpnVm - c. If S < n - m, then 
,yFrn - c is of type (b) of Theorem 2.3, A 2 n - m - S and the largest 
integer D such that 5,~ is in its splitting field is D = A + S. To guarantee 
that &,A+S E F(cx) for each root 01 of x1> - b it must be the case that n < 
A + n - m or m < A. This follows from the form of each root o! in (*). To 
further guarantee that xpn - b is weakly normal-that lJpn E F(a) for every 
root a-it must be the case that n < A + S. 
On the other hand, if S = n - m, then xpn-‘” - c is of type (a) in Theorem 
2.3 with splitting field F(&,A+~-%). Also, xpn - b = x”” - {+,,,ePn has 
typical root ~$~nA+n-me for some j. The latter is a generator for F(<l,a,,-,,,) 
foralljaslongasn<A+n-morm<A. 
(t) Straightforward. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let p E B with i E F if p = 2. Assume the notation of 
Theorem 2.3. Then every weakly normal binomial over F of the form 9”’ - c 
with splittingJieId of the form L,(<, n+m ) can be obtained in the folIowing manner: 
Find xp* - b normal with splitting field LP(i&+t) from 
Theorem 2.3. Then, for any r such that 0 < r < A (r < A - R 
in case (b) of Theorem 2.3), xpW” - bp’ is weakly normal with 
splitting jeld L,(<,,+t). 
The case x2” - a weakly normal and abelian with i $ F does not, as in the 
case of the previous theorem, reduce to the normal case. However, by Lemma 
1.3(c) we need only consider binomials of type x2” + b2--l. Such a binomial 
always has splitting field F(c2,2+1b1/2) (= F(i, r)2n+1b1/2) if n > 1). Analogous 
to Lemmas 1.3(d) and 3.2 we have 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose i # F and T defined as in Section 3. 
(1) A binomial of type x2” + ban-l is weakly normal but not normal trone of 
the following 
(a) n 2 3, 2’fa E F or i21fa E F; 
(b) n = 2, b2 = 4fl; 
(c) n = 1, b112EF. 
(2) Suppose n > max(3, T) and i21f2 E F or 21J2 E F. Then F(i, q2n+lb1t2) = 
L2(<2n+m) t#one of 
(a) L, = F(i, r]2fi+&1/2), 
= F(~2n+kkb)1’2), 
b1j2 & F(<2r+l)r and m = 0; 
(b) L, C F(c2”), b1j2 E F(52~+1) and m = 1 with the exception 
n = T, b2 = (QT + 2)2r4 (some r E F) in which case 
m = 0. 
(3) Suppose 2112 E F and 3 ,< n < T. Then F(i, r/2e+lb1/2) = F(i, b1t2) = 
L2(&+) tr one of 
(a) L, = F(bln), 
blfa $ F(c2~+1), and n i- m < T; 
= F(i, b1i2), 
(b) L, = F(i), b112 E F(i) and n + m < T; 
(c) F & L, C F(c2r+l), F(b1j2) = F(bl/‘) = F(~z~+~(hl)“‘), and 
nfm<TTfl. 
Proof: (1) This follows from Lemma 1.3(c) and (d). 
(2) This follows from Lemma 3.3. 
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(3) This follows from arguments identical to those in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Analogous to Theorems A and B, we arrive at 
THEOREM C. Assume the notation of Theorem A. An integer s E CW(F) iff 
for suitable integers c(p) and positive integer mO we have s = m, JJPEs pctD), 
where, if L = F(c,,J, then 
(i) p(mJ n :‘p = 0, 
(ii) for p E .!Y and p = 2 implying i E F the extension La/F is the 
splitting field of an irreducible binomial and c(p) is related to the extension 
L/F as in Theorem A, 
(iii) for p = 2 with i $ F, the extension L,/F and the related integer c(2) 
must be given by Table II. 
TABLE II 
W, 7,r+J 2, 3,... 
F(i), Fhg+A It I)‘9 1) 2,... 
F(b”*) 
F(i, b”e) I 
bllP $ FG2~+d 
I,..., T 
2,..., T 
F 0, l,.. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We mentioned in the Introduction that a complete list of weakly normal 
binomials for Q can be found in [4]. A complete list for Q(i) can also be 
found in [8]. Both Q and Q(i) satisfy the hypotheses of the following. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let F be an algebraic number jield such that the function 
4F is arithmetic (i.e., $F(mn) = dF(m) $p(n) when (m, n) = 1). Let m, be an 
integer with p(m,,) n 9’ = .@ and let L = F([,,J. Then m, and L satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem A or Theorem B @ L/F is cyclic and l$F(mO) E F. In 
particular, the only possibility for L, is F(e1i2), where e E F and e112 $ F(L&). 
(This is the first case of each of (A)(2), (B)(2) and (C)(2) of Theorem 3.1.) 
Furthermore, ifp E 9 with i E F ifp = 2, then B(p) = A(p) (relative to L) so 
that case (a) of Theorem 2.3 holds only when L, = F (and, hence, a(p) = 0 
in (iii)(a) of Theorem A) 
In [2] an example is given of a real field F with q5F not arithmetic together 
with an integer m, satisfying the conditions of Theorem B so that L, is of 
type (A)(2’) in Theorem 3.1. Another example of a field and an integer is 
given so that L, is of type (A)(3’). 
In this section we will (1) construct a “typical” nonreal field F with dF 
not arithmetic and for which there exists an integer m, so that (a) of Theorem 
2.3 (and hence (iii)(a) of Theorem A) is nontrivially satisfied (i.e., B > A); 
(II) construct a field as in (I) but for case (b) of Theorem 2.3 (case (iii)(b) 
of Theorem A); (III) give a complete list of normal binomials for the field 
Q((--3)1/Z) 
(I) Let p be a prime, not necessarily odd. Let A and B be integers with 
B > A 3 1 and A > 2 if p = 2. Then for any positive integer n and 
c E a([,~), the binomial xl”’ - &,A& is normal over CD(&). This is an 
example for Theorem A with m, = 1. 
Let q be prime with pB / q - 1. Let ,!3 be an algebraic number such that 
Q(p) is the unique subfield of Q(5,) with [CD@): Q] = (q - l)/pB. Let 
b E Ci@, &,DB) such that CQ(p, &,B, %,) = Q(p, &,B, bl/iJB). Let F = 
Q@, l;B~ , [D&llpB). Then F(bl/pR) = F(c,) = F(&B). Thus, if L = F(&) and 
n > B - A, then xDn - [,,Ae”* is irreducible for any e E F with splitting 
field Lg([y~+n) by Theorem 2.3(a). By Theorem 1.1, there exists c E F with 
=+A 
Xqp - L&c’)* normal. This is an example of case (iii)(a) in Theorem A 
with m, = q. 
(II) Let p, A, B be as in (I), let R as in Theorem 2.3(b), S = B - A + R, 
and let q be a prime such that ps ] q - 1. Let /3 generate the unique subfield of 
a({,) such that [Q(p): Q] = (q - 1)/p”. Then there exists b E Cl@, [,s) 
such that Q(p, &,s, 
so that b = <nAePB-A 
&J = Q(/3; &,s, bllpS). Now consider e = (<$b)li~B-” 
and b’lp = ~,,B+R elll’R. Let F = Cl@, lD~, e) and 
K = 0(&k : all k). Since oK(bl/lJS) = ps, it follows that oF(ellnR) = pRellpR 
and F(elIIJR) n F(&‘+++R) = F. Thus, by Theorem 2.3(b), xnS - b has splitting 
field F(bnB). Hence, by Theorem 1.1, there exists y E F (any non-qth power 
will do) so that xgPscQ - bypS is normal for any Q such that 0 < Q < A - R. 
This provides an example of case (iii)(b) of Theorem A. 
(III) To determine the normal binomials for F = Q((-3)lf2) = O(& 
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we note that the roots of unity in Fare generated by c6 and that d = (2, 3). 
We first seek the normal biiomials of the form x2n - 6, x3m - c with splitting 
fields F(&n+S), F(?&“+t), respectively. By Theorem 3.1(A)(i) (L, = F) the 
former are 
(a) x2* i- b2” with splitting field F(&“+I), n > 0, 
(b) .$ + 22n-1bz” with splitting field @(c2,‘+~), n 3 3. 
By Theorem 2.3(a) (case B = A = 1) the latter are 
(c) .?“I + <,b3” with splitting field F( &a4 I), m >, 0. 
By Corollary 2.2, (a), (b), and (c) join to give us the following additional 
normal binomials: 
(d) .x-~“~“’ + <3e2n3” with splitting field F(&+I~~+I), n, m > 0, 
(e) .r2n3m + <322n-13me2”3m with splitting field F(<2n+~3m+~), n 2 3, m b 0. 
Next we seek integers m, so that (m,, , 6) = 1 and +F(mO) j 6. Then F&J/F 
cyclic would be automatically satisfied. Thus by Proposition 5.1, such an m,, 
would be admissible in Theorem B. The only solution for F = Q((-3)1/2) is 
m, = 7, in which case #,(m,) = 6. Let L = F(&). Then L, = F((-7)‘/3. 
Also there exists b E F so that L, = F(b1i3). We look for normal binomials 
with splitting fields of the form L2(c2,& L.J<3m). We find the former in 
Theorem 3.1, case (A)(2): 
(f) x2 + 7 with splitting field L, , 
(g) x4 + 2273 with splitting field L,(i). 
We find the latter in Theorem 2.3, case (b) with A = R = B = n = 1, 
m = 0 (cf. Proposition 5.1): 
(h) .x3 - b with splitting field L, . 
Thus by Corollary 2.2, we have 
(i) x6 + 73b2 with splitting F(&) = F(cg2), 
(j) xl2 + 2676b2 with splitting field F({28) = F(<,,). 
Finally, the normal binomials (a)-(e), (i), (j) with cyclotomic splitting fields 
give us, by Theorem 1.1(c), the following normal binomials: 
(a’) x2”+’ + c2” (c2 # 4d4 when n = I), n > 0, 
(b’) x2”+’ + 22”-‘~2n, n 2 3, 
(c’) x3”+’ + 13c3”, n 2 0, 
(d’) X2ni13”“+1 + c3C2”3m (c2 #4d4whenn = l),n,m >O, 
(e’) x2n+‘3mn+’ + c322n-13m~2”3m, n > 3, m 3 0, 
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W x6*’ + 73b2ce (c not a 7th power), 
(j’> xlze7 + 2676b2c12 (c not a 7th power). 
Thus also N(F) = (42, 84) m (2”3”: n, m > O}. 
A PROBLEM 
If xm - a is an arbitrary irreducible binomial over F, then the degree of 
its splitting field is m+,(m)/k, where k is the largest positive integer such that 
k 1 m and xii - a has splitting field in F(&) (see [l, 31.) I would like to set 
the following problem: 
To characterize the possible denominators k or, equivalently, 
to determine the set 
D(F) = {k: there exist a E F, I E Z with xk - a irreducible and 
splitting field _C F&)). 
This has been done in [3] for fields F which contain only &l as roots of 
unity. Also, D(F) 2 C(F). On the other hand, Corollary 2.2, Theorem 2.3, 
and Theorem 3.1 determine the set 
Do(F) = (k: there exist a E F, I E Z, with xk - a irreducible and 
splitting field equal F(l&)}. 
Clearly, D,(F) C D(F). 
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